
Introduction::  Adeno-Associated Virus (AAV) is a reportedly 

helper-dependent and non-pathogenic virus. A capsid 

surrounds the 4.7 kb AAV genome flanked by hairpin-loop 

inverted terminal repeats (ITRs).2 Rep proteins bind the Rep-

Binding Element (RBE) on the ITRs and nick at the terminal 

resolution site (trs) through a catalytic tyrosine residue to 

replicate DNA.3 Rep proteins have three regions involved in 

this event, the DNA-Binding Loop (LDB), α-D (αD), and α-E (αE) 

domains.4 Promiscuity in Rep binding/nicking of the ITRs 

among AAV serotypes and recombinant AAV genomes result 

in non-specific replication and safety concerns for AAV gene 

therapy.5 

Objective: The objective of this work is to rationally design a 

unique Rep/ITR functional origin of replication that cannot be 

cross-replicated by AAV Rep proteins found in nature. 

Methods:  As a first step towards the objective, protein 

modeling was used to guide rational mutagenesis. The Rep 

DNA binding/nicking region of AAV serotype 2 was modeled 

using RoseTTAFold and analyzed in PyMOL.4,6,7,8 The 

prediction demonstrates a DNA binding domain like helix-loop-

helix conformations frequently observed in binding domains 

(Fig. 2).  
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Results: Previous reports have demonstrated that mutation of Y156 

eliminates Rep-mediated nicking of the ITR.3 To determine the 

structural impact of this on the αE domain, modeling was performed 

using RoseTTAFold by substituting Y156 with A.6,7,8 The results 

demonstrate conservation of the αE helix (Fig. 4). 

It was hypothesized that duplicating the second turn of the αE 

catalytic domain (NYLLP) to create a third turn would create a unique 

nicking interface for later functional selection of a mutant ITR while 

maintaining the αE helical structure. Modeling of this mutant Rep 

protein (termed Rep Triple Helix or thA, Fig. 3) revealed that the αE 

helical structure was not maintained presumably due to proline helix-

breakers that create steric hindrance.9 To test this, the proline 

residues located on each helical turn were changed to cysteine 

(termed thB, Fig. 3) and then modeled using RoseTTAFold.6,7,8,9 The 

results demonstrate that thB maintains αE helical structure with a 

single turn extension including a potentially catalytic tyrosine. 

Fig. 2. Labelled Structure of Rep2 

Showing Binding Domains. Structure 

of wild-type Rep2 (wtRep2) in PyMOL 

with labelled domains.4,8 The cyan 

helix is the αD, the pink loop is the 

LDB, and the purple helix is αE domain 

which contains the nicking Tyrosine 

marked in orange.3

Fig. 4. Mutation of the Catalytic Rep Y156 to Alanine Preserved αE Helix Structure.

RoseTTAFold was used for protein modeling.6,7 (A) The wild-type Rep2 (wtRep2) αE helix is 

shown in cyan with the catalytic Tyrosine (Y) in magenta.3 (B) wtRep2 Y156A was made by 

mutating Y156 to A. A is smaller and neutral nonpolar amino acid making it less reactive and 

less sterically hindering than Y, a neutral polar molecule.9

Fig. 5. Extension of the Rep E Domain by a Single Turn while Preserving the Helix. (A) The 

extended αE domain (red box) on Y156A (Figs. 3, 4B) reveals helix disruption. (B) The 

sequence described in (A) with three proline to cysteine substitutions (Fig. 3) demonstrated 

conservation of αE helix in the presence of the additional inserted turn.    

Conclusions:

• Modeling of the Rep DNA binding and ITR nicking domain 

suggests a binding domain like helix-loop-helix

• Ablating the Rep tyrosine (Y156A) to eliminate ITR nicking did not 

alter αE helix conformation. 

• Extending the αE domain by duplication of the second turn 

resulted in loss of helical structure

• Proline to cysteine substitutions on the extended turn of the αE  

maintained helical structure

Future Directions:

• Rep Mutant Production/Characterization. The mutant Rep 

proteins in Fig. 3 will be generated via site-directed mutagenesis 

and analyzed by Western analysis and AAV vector production 

(qPCR, reporter transduction).

• Rep thB Selection of a Mutant ITR. Rep thB will be used replicate 

and package transgenic genomes flanked by mutant ITRs in a 

CMV-GFP library. Capsid packaged ITRs will be sequenced and 

subjected to successive production rounds using Rep thB toward 

selection of a single ITR sequence.   
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Fig. 3. Aligned Rep Amino Acid Sequences Show Conservation of Binding Domains and 

Extension of the αE Domain to Alter the Position of the Nicking Tyrosine. Amino acids of 

wild-type AAV Rep serotype 2 (wtRep2) with labeled αD, 𝐿𝐷𝐵, and αE domains.4 The 

catalytic Tyrosine is marked in orange.3 Rep mutants also investigated include Rep Y156A, 

extension of the αE domain by one helical turn (thA, red box), and thA with three proline 

residues substituted with cysteines (thB). 

Fig. 1. Secondary Structure of ITR2. 

ITR2 secondary structure labeled with 

letter of nucleotide and ITR sequence 

positions.1,5 The RBE is boxed in 

pink, and the nicking site is labeled 

with an arrow.   
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Since nicking ability necessary for replication is thought to 

create specificity, altering the structural position of the nicking 

Y156 while maintaining the helical structure of the αE domain 

was investigated to restrict cross-replication of natural ITR 

structures.5,3 To do this, we first proposed mutation of the 

catalytic Y156 to alanine to eliminate the ITR nicking activity 

(Y156A, Fig. 3). Then, an α-helical turn with tyrosine was 

inserted on the C-terminus of the αE domain to create a triple 

helix (thA). Finally, helix-breaking proline residues that bracket 

the turns of the α-helix were mutated to cysteine to maintain the 

structural position of the nicking tyrosine (thB, Fig. 3).
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